
Transform the organization of a network 
of 300 stores to implement a singular 
customer focus and improve 
performance indicators (CA, Average 
basket, ratio of staff costs)

A food retailer faces historical rigidities in 
the organization of its stores little versatility, 
no schedule flexibility 

Union context is tough with several recent 
major strikes

Our client needed to find room for 
maneuver in its stores organizations in 
order to develop a new customer 
relationship and make productivity gains 
(higher turnover with constant staff)

Approach implemented

The project was carried out in several 
phases: 
1. Stores diagnosis with a customer’s 

perspective(employee and company):
During this first stage, analyses of the load / 

capacity and the planning / customer flow 
adequacy were performed. In addition, 
good practices within the stores have been 
identified

2. Realization of experimental laboratories 
in store:

During this second stage, workshops were 
organized: with store teams to devise, test 
and validate ideas but also with their 
hierarchy (store managers, regional HR) to 
rethink the management model.

3. Setting the deployment in the stores 
network:

This last step's main objectives, were to 
industrialize adjust and enrich the 
methodology, build and support the internal 
cell deployment, perform the first wave of 
deployment, and transform the middle 
management

Achievements

• First wave of stores deployed (20) 
creating the network’s dynamic

• Significant increase in scores on mystery 
visits

The project has enabled to test and deploy 
throughout the network a continuous 
improvement process to develop versatility 
and flexible hours to serve customers and 
employees to improve performance of the 
stores

The 4 laboratories have defined the most 
suitable method for the client, who has 
created an internal structure to support the 
deployment 

The sustainability of the actions is 
underway today, led by the management of 
the network that now own the methodology.

Transform the store organization of an actor of the French 
food distribution sector


